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Ships and Seamen in the Age of Discovery 
John H. Parry, 

Professor of History in the University College of the West Indies 

One of the outstanding characteristics of Western civilization is its preoccupation 
with technical problems and its mastery of a wide range of mechanical devices. 
Technical skill and the ability to turn theoretical knowledge to practical material 
ends have been major factors in the extension of European influence round the 
world, and have forcibly, though not always favourably, impressed all the peoples 
with whom Europeans came into contact. Clearly one of the most important 
branches of technical ability from the point of view of discovery and expansion is 
the ability to build and handle ships. In particular the date, the method and the 
speed of settlement in the Americas were determined by the nature of the shipping 
available for the purpose. Columbus sailed to America in 1492 with three ships and 
ninety men. In the years following his discovery hundreds of ships and thousands 
of people crossed from Europe. Quite apart from any question of Columbus's own 
knowledge or determination, these events could not have taken place if there had 
not been appropriate ships for the purpose. America might conceivably, by some 
fluke of wind or fortune, have become known to Europeans in the thirteenth or 
fourteenth century. There was no lack of brave seamen and no lack of knowledge 
that the world was round; and the Norsemen, we know, had reached North America 
long before Columbus, probably by way of Iceland and Greenland. But if by some 
chance America had been "discovered" in 1292 or 1392, it could not have been 
conquered or settled by Europeans, because the ships of that time were not equal 
to regular voyages across the Atlantic. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were 
a period of rapid development in ship design. This is an aspect of the history of the 
Age of Discovery which is often overlooked in the text books, but which is vitally 
important. 

The shipping of Western Europe in the Middle Ages grew from two main stems, 
the one Mediterranean, the other Atlantic. The Celtic and Scandinavian coast- 
dwellers of Northern Europe, very early in their recorded history, developed open 
ships or boats designed for sailing, but fitted with thwarts and tholes for rowing 
when the wind was wrong. The long-ships of the Norsemen, of which several 
examples survive, must have been capable of withstanding considerable seas, and 
the same is probably true of the early ships of other North European peoples, of 
which much less is known. They were sailing ships built for ocean use. The 
Mediterranean peoples, on the other hand, at a far earlier date developed a type 
of ship - the galley - primarily designed for rowing, but capable of proceeding under 
sail when the wind was right. 

A great deal of fifteenth century trade was carried in galleys. In the 
Mediterranean they were preferred for their speed and reliability and for their 
independence of the wind. Galleys won the battle of Lepanto. They did not disappear 
altogether until the eighteenth century. But they were obviously unsuitable for 
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exploration or for any kind of deep sea work. There is no analogy between steam 
propulsion and oar propulsion. The provision of steam power greatly reduced the 
numbers of the crew needed to handle a ship; the provision of oars greatly increased 
the numbers, and the accommodation of the oarsmen and the stores needed to feed 
them occupied valuable space and reduced the operating range of the ship. Also 
the galley's design was unsuitable for the open sea. Its great banks of oars demanded 
great length in proportion to beam and free board; and in wooden construction this 
made the ship too whippy to meet head seas with safety. The contribution of galleys 
to the expansion of Europe was very small. 

The other stream of shipbuilding development, descending from the boats of 
the Scandinavian fishermen and raiders, had produced by the fourteenth century 
a distinctive type of sailing ship which used oars only in emergency, if at all, and 
which was common, with minor local variations, to all the Atlantic coasts of 
Europe. Much of our knowledge of these late mediaeval ships is derived from the 
municipal seals of the ports of Western Europe, which often included ships in 
their design; but there are some written records too. In England, in particular, the 
composition of the Navy is known from time to time from lists of ships either 
owned, chartered or requisitioned by the King. Perhaps the most surprising thing 
about some of these ships is their size. The steady increase in seaborne trade in the 
later Middle Ages had created a need for larger ships. Ships of two or three hundred 
tons were not uncommon, and some of the biggest class, the carracks which plied 
betwen the Italian cities and the ports of Northern Europe, were as big as six 
hundred tons by the year 1400. But one must accept all tonnage figures with caution. 
Up to the seventeenth century a ship's tonnage meant the number of tuns of wine 
which it could carry in cask. The tun was an internationally accepted measure and 
in most parts of Europe was about forty- two cubic feet of liquid; but casks are 
awkwardly shaped objects for close stowage. A tun of wine in cask in a ship's hold 
probably occupied something like sixty cubic feet of hold space, and even so there 
must have been a good deal of waste space. The capacity ton used nowadays in 
measuring ships is one hundred feet of permanently enclosed space. Engine room 
space and the living space of the ship's company is deducted from the gross figure 
in order to obtain the net or register tonnage. Permanently enclosed space is 
differently defined in different countries; its capacity is calculated from the 
dimensions of the ship by an arbitrary formula, so that shape as well as size is a 
factor in a ship's tonnage. The register tonnage of a ship is thus by no means a 
certain guide to its actual size. Warships are not measured in capacity tons at all, 
but by displacement. None of these modern methods of measurement bear any 
fixed relation either to one another or to the old wine tun. Except in the few cases 
when actual dimensions are recorded, we have no certain guide to the size of any 
ship before the seventeenth century. On the whole, it is probable that the ships of 
our period were considerably smaller than their recorded tonnage figures suggest. 

The European ship of 1400 was very beamy. There was no method of 
longitudinal bracing and the principal stiffening of the hull was the single tree trunk 
which usually formed the keel. Every increase in size, therefore, involved an increase 
in the proportion of beam to length in order to prevent the hull becoming 
dangerously whippy. In large ships, the usual proportion was three to one, taking 
the extreme overall length. The proportion of length of keel to overall length was 
small, less than one half. The hull rather resembled an elongated saucer; this shape, 
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while obviously not conducive to weatherly sailing qualities, did make for stability. 
Ships so designed probably needed very little ballast, and their topsides could 
safely be built up to a considerable height. This was a very important factor in 
time of war, since the sea fighting of the time was mainly a matter of grappling 
and boarding. Additional height was given by fitting raised castles fore and aft 
for accommodating crossbowmen and the light artillery of the time. These castles 
in the middle Ages had usually been temporary structures, since there was as yet 
no clear distinction between warships and merchantment. Shipbuilding towns often 
had guilds of castle-wrights, specialised craftsmen whose trade was to convert 
requisitioned merchant ships into men of war by fitting them with castles. Already 
by 1400, however, the practice was growing of building a permanently raised 
foVsle and poop as part of the structure of big ships, a practice carried to excess 
in the great ships of the sixteenth century. A few other odd details of hull design 
are worth mentioning. By 1400 big European ships were fully decked. Many of 
them were carvel-built - that is, with the strakes of the hull fitted flush instead of 
overlapping. Most of them were steered by a rudder slung on the stern post instead 
of by an oar over the stern, as in earlier times. Copper sheathing was unknown; 
barnacles and boring were discouraged by coating the hull with tallow. 

European ships of about 1400 were almost all square-rigged. The main 
characteristic of square rig, of course, is that while it is ideal for running before the 
wind, it is useless with the wind before the beam. This generalization applies only 
to pure square rig; the so-called square-rigged windjammer of more modern times 
was fitted with fore - and aft-sails for beating to windward, in addition to its main 
suit of square sails. But fore - and aft-rig did not come into general use until the 
eighteenth century, and our fifteenth century ship had no such refinements. The 
limitations of its rig were emphasized by the lines of its hull; unless the wind were 
astern or nearly so, the ship tended to make enormous leeway, and a head wind 
kept it in harbour. 

Square rig has one particularly important advantage; it enables the total sail 
area of a ship to be divided into a large number of units, each of a size which can 
be easily handled. A square-rigged ship, therefore, can carry a bigger total area 
of canvas than any other type. Square rig is, in fact, the only really satisfactory 
rig for big ships. The ship designers of Western Europe stuck to square rig through- 
out the whole history of deep water sailing ships for this reason. Handier and more 
efficient types of sail were introduced from the fifteenth century onwards, and, as 
we shall see, they improved the sailing qualities of ships enormously; but though 
they supplemented the traditional square sail, they never ousted it. It was by 
successive combination of square sails with other types that ship builders of the 
Atlantic ports were able to achieve the peak of sailing ship perfection in the China 
Clippers of the last century. But that is looking far ahead. In the year 1400 the 
principle of breaking up a ship's canvas area for ease of handling was in its infancy. 
A few big ships had two or even three masts, but most had only one. Each mast 
carried a single square sail, laced to an enormous yard. The masts were single 
poles; separate topmasts had not been invented. Topsails, in later years the main 
driving sails of all big ships, were introduced about 1400, and at first were of 
pocket-handkerchief sizle. Recently introduced also was the practice of sending 
men aloft to furl the sail on the yard, instead of lowering the yard on to the gun- 
wales in harbour or in bad weather at sea. 
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In general, the sailing ship of Western Europe, though it had attained con- 
siderable size by 1400, was still a clumsy and primitive affair. It could carry large 
numbers of men and a bulky cargo for comparatively short passages with a fair 
wind, and that was all. It was wholly unsuitable for the business of exploration, 
for following the windings of strange coasts, exploring estuaries, meeting the 
dangers of shoals, lee shores and headwinds. In devising craft suitable for voyages 
of discovery and long distance trade, European mariners had to borrow and adapt 
non-European designs. The chief innovators in this matter were the Portuguese. 
The designs which they borrowed, in shipping as in many other branches of research, 
were Asiatic; to be exact, Arab. At the same time that Europeans were first 
beginning to think of reaching the East by sea, most of the deep sea trade of the 
Indian Ocean from Malacca to Ormuz and Suez was being carried in ships of 
Arab type - the ships compendiously described by Europeans as dhows. Dhow is 
not an Arabic word, and its use by Europeans covers a considerable variety of 
Middle Eastern craft of all sizes. The word is used here to describe the characteristic 
deep water sailing ship of the Indian Ocean which is called by Arab sailors a 
b a ghia. Baghla means a mule, in other words a general carrier. This general cargo 
carrier of the Middle East is worth describing in detail, partly because of its 
interesting design and rig, partly because it has exercised a very great indirect 
influence on the development of sailing craft all over the world. Apart from its 
richly carved transom stern, which was probably imitated from European ships, 
it has changed very little since the day when it was first encountered by Europeans. 

The Arab dhow is a stoutly built wooden ship, varying considerably in size, 
but not often exceeding two hundred tons. It has a deep keel, a long grab bow, and 
a continuous sheer from the bow to the break of the poop. There is no raised foVsle, 
but a raised poop and a high transom stern which is often very elaborately decorated. 
The hull is fastened with iron nails and caulked with coconut fibre. The nails are a 
European innovation. Iron can be used because the ships are built of teak, which 
preserves iron, unlike oak which corrodes it. It is probable that before the arrival 
of Europeans in the East, the planking of Arab ships was sewn, not nailed to a 
frame. In some big dhows there is a double bottom, the space being filled with a 
mixture of lime and crushed coral which sets as a hard cement. The dhow therefore 
can stand a good deal of knocking about, and is as watertight as a wooden ship can be. 

The dhow usually has two masts with a pronounced forward rake. Each mast 
carries a single lateen sail; that is, a triangular, or nearly triangular sail, the leading 
edge of which is laced to a long yard, hoisted obliquely to the mast. The heel of the 

yard is secured to the deck, usually amidships. The lateen sail is the special con- 
tribution of the Arabs to the history of the world's shipping. It is as characteristic 
of Islam as the crescent itself. It is also an extremely efficient general purpose rig; 
a lateen rigged ship sails best when reaching with the wind on the beam; but it also 

performs well when close hauled. The qualities of any sail when beating to windward 

depend largely on its having the luff- the leading edge- as long and as taut as 

possible. These qualities are supplied in the lateen sail by the long yard. Lateen 

rig is least efficient when running before the wind, as one would expect, on account 
of the danger of gybing. In this point of sailing it is inferior to square rig; but the 

disadvantage can be overcome to some extent by sailing goose- winged. By simple 
adjustments of the tack-tackle and the halliard, the set of the sail can indeed be 
altered to suit almost any wind conditions. 
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Europeans are often prejudiced against the dhows by the slovenly loose-ropes'- 
end seamanship of the modern Arab sailor. For all that, the dhows are handy, 
reliable and extremely seaworthy craft. They can keep the sea in almost any weather, 
and in a fair wind can log a steady nine or ten knots, which is faster than many 
steamships. At the beginning of the fifteenth century, the dhows were probably 
the most efficient ships in the world, certainly far better designed than any con- 
temporary ships in Western Europe. It is not surprising that when European seamen 
took to making long ocean voyages, they adopted in their ships many features 
derived from the dhows, in particular, their rig; but before following up this 
development we must notice one or two serious disadvantages of the lateen rig from 
an Atlantic point of view. 

The first disadvantage is the difficulty of going about. Obviously if the sail is 
to draw properly, the yard must be hoisted on the lee side of the mast, and when 
the ship goes about, the yard must somehow be got on to the other side. At sea 
this can only be done by carrying the yard over the mast-head, which is a tricky 
and complicated manoeuvre. The Arab sailor never goes about if he can help it. 
When he is compelled to tack, he prefers to wear round with the wind astern, so 
as to take advantage of the natural lift of the sail in shifting the yard over the 
mast-head. In the Indian Ocean this is not a serious disadvantage, since the monsoons 
are regular and predictable. By choosing the right time of the monsoons 
the dhow-master can sail from the Red Sea or the Persian Gulf and back again 
without a single major alteration of course, and with the wind on the beam all the 

way. In the variable wind conditions of the Atlantic, however, things are not so 

simple, and tacking is more often necessary. Therefore, while the Arab has remained 
content with lateen rig to this day, the European sailor adopted lateen rig in the 
fifteenth century as an improvement, but was never fully satisfied with it, and 

eventually devised something even better to replace it. That does not, of course, 
detract from the debt which European shipping owed to Arab ideas. 

The second disadvantage I have already mentioned - namely, the relative 

inefficiency of lateen rig with the wind dead astern. There is a third disadvantage 
which is more fundamental: the size and weight of the spars. The design of the 

lateen sail is such that only one sail can be carried on each mast. The sails must 

therefore be large ones, and very long spars are needed to carry them. The length 
of the main yard of a dhow is usually about the same as the overall length of a ship. 
It is made of two or three lengths of teak, fished together, and is naturally very 

heavy and awkward to handle. Hoisting the yard requires the united efforts of the 

whole crew, with a good deal of singing and shouting. Obviously there is a limit to 

the size of spar which can be handled, and this factor also limits the size of the ship. 
Lateen rigged ships, therefore, while efficient for their size, are necessarily small by 

European standards. 
The Arab dhow is, and always has been, confined to the Indian Ocean, but 

smaller lateen types were introduced into the Eastern Mediterranean by the Muslim 

invaders, particularly the Turks, who during the last century of the Muslim onslaught 
on the Byzantine Empire achieved complete mastery of the sea in the Levant. The 

Portuguese, who were the most adventurous of the European sea-faring races in the 

fifteenth century, became familiar with these lateen types in the course of constant 

fighting with the North African Moors. Whatever the exact connecting links, it is 

certain that in the early fifteenth century, the Portuguese were using, for coasting 
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and exploring voyages, a vessel known as a caravel, which differed fundamentally 
from the square-rigged ship of the rest of Western Europe, and which betrayed its 
Asiatic origin in every line. Instead of castle structures, built up fore and aft, it had 
the low bow, the continuous sheer, and the long poop of the dhow. It had a narrower 
and proportionately longer hull than most European ships, and was lateen rigged 
throughout. This was the type of ship in which Henry the Navigator's captains 
made most of their voyages. Unlike its parent the dhow, however, the caravel did 
not remain a constant type. It developed steadily through the century as long-range 
exploring voyages revealed its defects. 

In the first place, the difficulty of going about was overcome by shortening the 

yards, by setting them more nearly upright, and fitting them more snugly to the 
mast by means of parráis. This made it unnecessary to carry the yard over the 
mast-head when going about, the yard being kept always on the same side of the 
mast, as it is in all modern Mediterranean lateen boats. The loss of sail area caused 

by these changes was compensated by fitting a mizzen mast, thus giving the caravel 
three masts instead of (as in the case of all dhows) two. 

The number of masts could not be increased indefinitely, however, and as the 

Portuguese captains ventured further and further from home, they began to find 
their caravels too small for the long voyages they had to make and the stores they 
had to carry. We have seen that a purely lateen rigged ship cannot be increased in 

size beyond a certain point without loss of efficiency, and that the Arabs never 
found a solution to this problem. Towards the end of the fifteenth century the ship- 
builders of Portugal and Spain did find a solution by combining the advantages of 

European square rig with those of the Asiatic lateen in one vessel. This vessel was 

the caravela redonda, the square-rigged caravel, employed in most voyages of 

discovery in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. It usually carried square 
sails on the foremast, which was rigged with course and topsail. It retained lateen 

rig on mainmast and mizzen. The distribution of square and lateen sails varied to 

some extent; sometimes there were four masts, two of which were square-rigged. 
The square-rigged caravel retained all the advantages of the pure lateen when sailing 
close hauled, and its greater spread of canvas made it much faster when running. 
The danger of gybing was removed, since when the wind was dead astern, the lateen 

sails could be furled, leaving the ship to sail under square sails alone. Since it carried 

a much bigger sail area in proportion to the number of masts, the ship itself could 

be built much bigger. 
The introduction of the square-rigged caravel was an event of the first importance 

in the history of European shipping. Its composite rig was the parent and precursor 
of the rigs of all successful European ships in the centuries that followed. The com- 

bination of square and lateen sails proved so efficient that it was extended from light 

vessels of the caravel type to big ships, and in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries nearly all ships were fitted with one or more lateen sails. It was only in 

the eighteenth century that designers hit on the idea of breaking up the great area 

of the lateen sail into the much more convenient fore-and aft-sails with which we 

are familiar today. 
The practice of fitting a mixed square and lateen rig in all classes of vessels 

made possible a change in the nature of exploring voyages. While the early voyages 
later 

in our period were reconnaissances carried out by one or two small caravels, later 
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voyages were made by powerful fleets containing both ships and caravels, the two 
types being now able to sail in company in all weathers. 

To take a few examples; the fleet with which Columbus discovered America 
consisted of three vessels. The flagship Santa Maria was a square-rigged ship with 
bluff bows and high castle structures fore and aft, but fitted with a lateen mizzen; 
the Pinta was a square-rigged caravel, probably of the type I have been describing. 
The third vessel, Niña, was a lateen caravel; but on the first lap of the voyage, 
Columbus decided that she was under-canvassed, and on putting into harbour in 
the Canary Islands he had her rig changed to that of a square-rigged caravel. It is 
clear from his journal that the Admiral disliked the Santa Maria, and found her too 
big and clumsy for dodging among the islands of the Caribbean. Niña under her 
new rig was his favourite, and he took her out to Amerca again in subsequent 
expeditions. She seems to have been the kind of ship that sailors fall in love with. 

In the long voyages to India big ships played a much more prominent part. 
Bartholomew Dias made his discoverey of the Cape of Good Hope in lateen caravels; 
but the fleets with which Vasco da Gama.and his successors followed up the discovery 
and reached India were big fleets comprising square-rigged caravels and ships. These 
fleets were intended for trade and, if necessary, conquest as well as exploration. 
Probably the caravels were stored from the ships, just as destroyers are stored and 
fuelled at sea today. The caravels also about this time- about 1500- began to be 

employed as escorts for the larger units. When there was fighting to be done, the 
caravels with their greater manoeuvrability were called upon to do it, and the naval 
battles of the Portuguese revealed the square-rigged caravel as by far the best 

fighting ship afloat, the fore-runner of the frigate. The English ships which defeated 
the Armada in 1588 were larger and more developed descendants of the caravels of 
Columbus' day, and that action remains to our own day the classic example of the 

superiority of fire-power and speed over mere size and weight. 
This brings us to the question of armament. Sea-fighting in the later Middle Ages 

was chiefly a matter of laying alongside and boarding. Galleys, which were pre- 
vented by their oars from laying alongside, were sometimes fitted with rams, but it 
is unlikely that they ever did much damage with them. Sailing ships designed for 

fighting were built up fore and aft to give their boarding parties the advantage of 

height. This top-hamper proved so convenient for purposes of cabin accommodation 
that it remained a distinctive feature of most big ships, long after the original reason 
for it had disappeared. In the same way fighting tops or platforms were fitted near 
the mastheads to accommodate crossbowmen and arquebusiers. These tops also 

outlived their fighting purpose and later served to accommodate masthead look-outs. 

In the fifteenth century in all big warships the castles and fighting tops were manned 

by soldiers, who were carried for fighting and who were a body distinct from the 

sailors who worked the ship. 
It is difficult to say who first introduced ship-borne artillery and when. Probably 

the Venetians first used it about the middle of the fourteenth century in their incessant 

quarrels with the Genoese. By 1400 most big European ships carried guns, small 

pieces mounted in the castle structures fore and aft. They were intended to supple- 
ment crossbow and musket fire in raking the enemy's upper deck. The Portuguese, 
the leaders of all Europe in nautical matters in the fifteenth century, seemed to have 

been the first people to recognize the gun and not the foot soldier as the main weapon 
in naval warfare, and to use guns against the enemy's ships rather than against 
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his men. Since their caravels had no raised castles or fighting tops, they mounted 
their guns along the deck firing over the gunwale. About 1500 a French marine 
engineer hit upon the revolutionary idea of mounting guns between decks, and 
piercing the ship's side with ports. At first these ports were small round holes allowing 
no traverse for the guns, so that all fire had to be point blank. But in the course of 
the sixteenth century they developed into big square ports with hinged scuttles 
which could be secured against the sea in bad weather, and the guns themselves 
were fitted with wedges for purposes of elevation and tackles for training. To the 

English belongs the credit of the important discovery that a gun barrel can be cast 
and bored in one piece, instead of being made in two halves, bound together by iron 

hoops. This made it possible to fit much larger guns, guns capable of sinking ships 
at a range of half a mile or more, so heavy that they had to be mounted on wheeled 

carriages, and far too heavy for the castle structures of old-fashioned ships. These 

heavy guns had to be mounted between decks. They were so large and so numerous 
that they left little room for cargo, and so the warship developed as a specialised 
floating battery distinct from the cargo-carrying merchant ship. The gunnery used 
in the great Armada battle was not, therefore, very different from that at Trafalgar. 
The idea in both battles was to sink the enemy's ships by firing broadsides at their 

hulls, instead of capturing them by boarding. 
The development of broadside fire in the sixteenth century had an important 

effect not only on naval tactics, but also on ship construction. The mounting of large 
numbers of guns along the ships' side obviously increased topweight, and caused 
the ships' timbers to strain outwards. Builders sought to counteract these tendencies 

by introducing the "tumble-home" of the ships' sides, which is such a characteristic 
feature of wooden warships from the sixteenth century onwards. In extreme cases, 

especially in big Spanish ships, the width of the upper deck was only half the ship's 
waterline width. This device was ugly and inconvenient, but necessary. It accentuated 
the growing distinction in the sixtenth century between warships and merchant ships, 
and had a considerable effect upon naval tactics, since when two such warships lay 

alongside one another, their gunwales were so far apart that boarding was extremely 
difficult. But that is looking ahead; ships of this type took no part in the great 

voyages of discovery. 
We know comparatively little about life on board ship in our period, but we 

have detailed lists of the men and the stores carried in Columbus' ships, and from 

them we can deduce a good deal. Enough has been said to make it clear that Spanish 
and Portuguese caravels were stout, handy and seaworthy. They were not the tubs 

or cockle-shells of popular history. They must, nevertheless, have been extremely 
uncomfortable. There was no provision for sleeping accommodation except the cabins 

for the senior officers aft. The fo'c'sle space was filled with cables and gear; there 

were no hammocks- these were an invention of the American Indians, thankfully 

adopted by European sailors. The ship's company slept on the deck or the hatch 

covers, as best they could, and in bad weather down below. That must have been 

singularly unpleasant; apart from rats and cockroaches, all wooden ships leak to 

some extent, and pumping out seems to have been a daily routine for the morning 

watchmen. In bad weather there was probably no dry space in the ship. Cooking 

was carried out in an open fire-box in the bows, the bottom of which was filled with 

sand* on the sand a wood fire was built when the weather allowed. Food consisted 

of the familiar salt beef and pork, beans, chick peas and ship's biscuit. Water in 
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cask goes foul very quickly, and in consequence large quantities of wine were 
carried, the normal daily allowance per man being about three pints. The idea of 
carrying fruit as an anti-scorbutic was then unknown, and all ship's companies on 
long voyages suffered more or less from scurvy. It was no uncommon thing to lose 
two-thirds of a ship's company on a long voyage. Columbus was fortunate. Magellan 
sailed with two hundred men of whom twenty-five survived. 

Columbus' fleet on the first voyage carried ninety men, of whom perhaps forty 
sailed in the Santa Maria. Considering that she was not much bigger than a Brixham 
trawler, this was overcrowding by modern standards. But since she carried no 
soldiers, she was much less overcrowded than the warships of the time. The ship's 
company seemed to have worked in two watches, the hours of the watches being 
much the same as now. The master and the pilot were the two officers in charge of 
the two watches. It must be remembered that ships often carried a sailing-master 
who worked the ship, and a pilot who navigated her, as well as the captain who 
commanded her. The captain was not necessarily a professional seaman; in a 
man-of-war he was more often a soldier. It was only with the development of naval 

gunnery that soldiers were ousted from sea-going command in regular men-of-war. 
Sailors, before that time, were a disreputable lot, prone to piracy, socially little 

regarded, and in general unsuited for responsible command. 
The needs of exploration and sea-borne expansion, however, made clear the 

necessity of a body of fighting seamen, who were not just soldiers or merchants 

affoat, nor just' handlers of ships, but something of all three. In exploring, as in 

fighting, it was not only the ships which counted, it was the men in them; and in 
the crowded conditions of small ships on long voyages there was no room for 
differences of function based on landsmen's ideas. When Drake proclaimed that 

gentlemen who went to sea with him must learn to become sailors - "I must have 

the gentleman to hale and draw with the mariner" - he was announcing the birth 
of a new and honourable profession, a profession possessing not only high traditions 
of courage and discipline, but also a great body of accurate knowledge and specialised 
skill. Voyaging to the Indies or the Golden Chersonese indeed ennobled what had 

been a somewhat disreputable calling, as Drake's Queen showed when she knighted 
him on the quarter-deck of his own flagship. It was the failure to make this important 
social change, as much as the failure to keep pace with the development of ship 

design, which brought about the decline of Spanish and Portuguese maritime power 
in the late sixteenth century. It was the ability to make the change which, in part 
at least, made possible the spectacular rise of the sea power of the English and 

the Dutch. 
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